We present an algorithm for automatic localization of landmarks on 3D faces. An Active Shape Model, ASM, is used as a statistical joint location model for configurations of facial features. The ASM is adapted to individual faces via a guided search whereby landmark specific shape index models are matched to local surface patches. The algorithm is trained and tested on 912 3D face images from the Face Recognition Grand Challenge dataset. Results demonstrate that the automatic procedure successfully and reliably locates landmarks and, compared with an Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm, reduces the mean error for location of landmarks by nearly a half.
Introduction
Landmarks are prominent identifying features of an object. In the case of faces they are spatial items such as the tip of a nose, the corners of the eyes, the edges of the mouth etc. Localization of landmarks is an important first step in many face recognition algorithms. They provide datum points from which further correspondences can be interpolated or inferred and thereby enable reliable matching of faces. They also provide the geometric information for operations such as pose correction or image scaling to align images to a canonical reference frame. However, automated detection and location of landmarks is a difficult task as landmark appearance can have a large degree of variability. Some of this can be ascribed to intrinsic differences between individuals (i.e. one person has a round nose shape while another's nose may be more pointed) while another part is due to extrinsic factors such as pose and illumination conditions when an image is captured. Finally, the face is not a rigid object and changes of facial expression can cause large changes in landmark location and 3D shape.
There has been extensive work done on 2D landmarks [3] , [2] , [13] , [14] , [10] . but much less attention has been given to identifying and locating landmarks in 3D surface data. Although many 3D face recognition algorithms rely on landmark localization, this is most often achieved by manual landmarking and this represents a major bottleneck to processing of large databases of face images. Some recent work on 3D face registration have explored the use of curvature information on local regions and use it to classify points of interest [17] [11] [1] , mainly to find the tip of the nose and the cavities of the eyes. Other features such as relative location of landmarks and angles between landmark points are derived from the detected features and then used for the later stages of recognition. Kakadiaries et al. [9] uses a multi-step procedure. Initially spin images are calculated and grouped to find plausible transformations, the main registration step use ICP for refinement and finally z-buffer differences between the model and the data are calculated and minimized. More importance has been give to research on finding the tip of nose compare to other features on the face. The tip of the nose is a distinctive feature that is located roughly in the middle of the face which is useful as reference point and segmentation. It is geographically unique and deforms minimally the presence of expressions. It is also directly related to the pose [15] . In [18] the authors used geometrical relations on a neighbourhood around the point of interest that then compared with the geometry of the tip of the nose. In [8] [15] the tip of nose is found using depth information (commonly the z axe) where the feature point normally corresponds to the highest peak.
As can be noted ICP is one of most popular techniques even for 3D face registration. It has been extensible used as the main procedure or in combination with other methods [1] [9] [15] . We present a locally guided algorithm for finding feature points to be used in the registration step that comfortably outperform ICP.
The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 motivates and describes the use of the Active Shape Models, ASM, for the 3D face landmark application. It details how the models are constructed and then initially coarsely registered to novel 3D face images using the ICP algorithm. It goes on to discuss how these initial ASM estimates are iteratively perturbed based on an intelligent guided search to find the best fit between the data and local statistical models of landmark shape. The local landmark models are calculated via PCA analysis of shape index maps [5] . Section 3 reports the results of applying the algorithm to 912 3D faces images from the Face Recognition Grand Challenge [7] . A comparison with manual landmarks and ICP registration of these images is made.
Methodology
Faces have a common general form with prominent local structures such as eyes, nose, mouth, chin etc. However, within the population of faces there is considerable variability in both location of these features and their local appearance. A good landmark model should effectively and efficiently capture these two statistical aspects of landmarks. Our work concerns trying to use 3D surface models of faces for recognition. 2D face recognition systems are highly fragile in the presence of pose and illumination changes and the use of 3D data offers the promise of an effective way to overcome these deficiencies. A few well determined 3D landmarks can be used to estimate and compensate for pose variations. In addition, they can form the basis for establishing further correspondences that are needed for model based illumination correction. Hence, reliable and accurate landmark determination is an important goal in face recognition. Figure 2 show the 14 landmarks that we have used in our work. They represent significant anatomical points on the face and typically have characteristic shapes in 3D. In our proposed method (that we call ALF 3D -Automatic Landmark Finder in 3D) we use an ASM to capture and enforce constraints on the joint locations of the set of the 14 landmark features. In addition the local shape of each of the landmarks is individually modeled using a separate PCA model of a shape index map. Each of these models will now be discussed in turn. 
Figures 1 and

Landmark Location modelling
We use a classical Active Shape Model, ASM, as described in the paper by Cootes et al [4] , but extended to 3D rather than 2D points. The 14 landmark points are hand-marked in a set of training images. A Procrustes algorithm is used to align the images to a common reference. Once the samples are aligned, each of this set of 3D coordinates become a vector in a 14 × 3 = 42 dimensional space and a statistical model is produced by using Principal Component Analysis, PCA, to derive the mean, the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of this population of vectors. Figure 3 shows the aligned samples of landmark points for all the training images. It can be seen that data form clusters around the landmark points. Any face from the population can now be described as the mean landmark face plus a linear weighted sum of the eigenvectors.
Landmark Shape modelling
The shape of individual landmarks is modeled by taking measurements within a local patch centred on the landmark. There are several possible choices of representation to describe the shape including the depth values themselves or some derived representation such as surface signatures [16] . We have chosen to use shape index as our basic representation and then encoded its variability in a PCA model. Shape index, s was introduced by Doria and Jain [5] and is calculated from the curvatures at each point using the following formula:
where k 1 and k 2 are the principal curvatures of the surface. The shape index is a number, ranging between 0 and 1. It can be used to classify a surface point into a shape type with values near 0 corresponding to cup shapes and values close to 1 being cap like structures. It matches well to the qualitative surface types that characterize some of the landmark features i.e. the tip of the nose has a cap like shape while the inner corners of the eye are cup-like.
For each landmark a range image is constructed for a region around the landmark by projecting the 3D shape onto a 2D grid perpendicular to the Z axis. If multiple 3D points are contained within a single range image pixel then only one depth value is stored. The size of range image pixels is chosen so that the effect of this approximation is small. A shape index value is calculated for each pixel of the range image and forms a shape index map for the landmark. Figure 4 shows shape index maps corresponding to examples of a few typical facial landmarks. The variability of landmark shape is modeled using face images where landmarks have been manually selected and aligned. A PCA analysis is then made on the collection of shape index images derived. This yields the average shape index map for a landmark as well as the eigenvectors and eigenvalues that encode the modes of variation from that mean shape.
The shape index model alone can form the basis of a landmark detector. This is achieved by expressing any new face in terms of its eigen decomposition i.e. by projecting each face onto the axes represented by the eigenvectors. The size of the projections relative to the eigenvalue associated with the axis is a Mahalanonobis distance measure along that axis. To express this more clearly, the PCA model of a shape index map, s j , can be expressed as:
where M is the mean shape index map, matrix P contains the eigenvectors and b j is the set of weights or projections onto the eigenaxes. The b j for a novel face v j can be estimated via:
A measure, F , of how well the observed data fit to the shape index model is:
where b ji is the projection of the jth image onto the ith eigenvector and λ i is the eigenvalue associated with that eigenvector. The smaller the value of F the better the fit of the observed shape index map to the model. A landmark detector can be implemented by plotting the value of F for each possible landmark location in the face image. This has been done in Figure 5 for the case of the PCA model of a the shape index in the region of the inner corner of a right eye. It can be clearly seen that the detector responds strongly for positions around the inner right eye corner with very few false positives anywhere else. The major problem with this simple detector based on shape index is that of computational complexity. Applying the shape index model in this template matching fashion requires a shape index map to be calculated at all possible locations in the face image. Typically, this might involve over 20,000 data points and is therefore infeasible. However, if the locations of particular landmarks can be constrained then PCA shape index based detector can be used. This motivates the use of the Active Shape Model.
Finding landmarks on faces
Once the landmark location model, in the form of an Active Shape model, and landmark shape models, in the form of a set of PCA based shape index models, are available they can be used cooperatively to accurately and reliably find landmarks in face images. The ASM requires an initial point from which to start and this can be provided by fitting a mean location model to the data using an Iterative Closest Point algorithm, ICP. In our experiments we have used the publicly available LMICP implementation [6] . ICP makes the underlying assumption that rigid shapes are being matched and thereby provides only a coarse initial registration of the model and data. The ASM begins from this initial match and then iteratively moves landmarks based on improving a fit to the observed data (while respecting constraints on the joint locations that are observed in the training set).
In 2D matching problems ASM's generally use gradient information to move points in a line perpendicular to the It is then necessary to determine whether the new configuration of landmarks is consistent with the ASM. This is done in the same way as suggested by Cootes [4] , with extension from 2D to 3D transformations. The ASM includes parameters to describe the extrinsic shape alignment (translation, t, rotation, R and scaling s) as well as changes in intrinsic shape (b parameters).
The stopping criteria for the iterative procedure is given by two conditions: 1) there is no significant change in the transformations parameters, (t, R, s), and the shape parameters, b , 2) the combined fitting criteria F C = 14 j=1 F j with F j from Equation (4) has reached a minimum.
Results
The ALF 3D algorithm is summarised in Figure 6 . It has been evaluated on 912 scans in the FRGC Version 1.0 database. 195 faces were used as a training set while the remaining 717 scans formed a distinct set of test images. Location and local shape models were learned using the training set and then the test set was put through the algorithm to detect and locate landmarks.
Training was done on landmarks which were handmarked and these positions formed the ground truth that was used in the evaluation. However, from one face to another face the handmarked points are not entirely accurate and consistent. Firstly, some points on the face are inherently not well defined e.g. where is the tip of the chin? Secondly, the tool used to handmark points required some skill and hence there was some differences in location of landmarks if marking was repeated several times or by undertaken by different peoples. These factors lead us to believe that the handmarked estimates typically carry an error of several mm.
As indicated in section 2.2 the statistical landmark shape model could be used as a landmark detector if applied in a scanning mode across the image. However, the power of the ALF 3D algorithm is that it uses the ASM with the local shape model to find a configuration where all 14 landmark points are jointly well fitted. In this way a jointly best set of point locations and together with the best possible local match for each landmark. In some cases the output of an individual detector is inaccurate, which is normally due to missing data in the surrounding area of the feature point, the joint location model adjusts all the other locations to produce a result that is always consistent with the joint location model without allowing individual landmark errors dominate the global fitting.
To evaluate the algorithm we have compared two ways of jointly finding the landmarks: the first method is to simply register the mean face model using the LMICP algorithm, we call this the LMICP method, while the second method is to register using LMICP but then allow the ASM to locally adapt using the landmark shape model, this is the ALF 3D method. The performance of the methods is evaluated by looking at location errors defined as the difference in 3D between the position of the found landmark point and the position of the handmarked point. Tables 1 and 2 show the mean error for each individual landmark for the two methods. The first row shows mean errors for LMICP while on the second the ALF 3D errors are displayed. The last row shows the improvement in percentage after running ALF 3D . As can be seen, all landmarks locations were improved dramatically with respect to the results from LMICP. The top improvement of %61 for landmark 4 ( chin ), %56 for landmark 14 ( between chin a lower lip ) and %56 for landmark 7 ( nose bridge ) shows the great strength of ALF 3D and how a directed, focused search produced much better results that a global distancebased procedure when finding points of interest. All other landmarks except for 12 , 13 and 6 show improvements above %35, reducing the mean error to values between 2.6 and 3.9 mm which is comparable with handmark errors.
The improvements for landmarks 12 and 13 which correspond to points at the sides of the nose are the smallest. It is expected that these will be less accurate as the local surface shape is very steep and the normal is orthogonal to the line of sight. Hence, this element of surface will be represented by only a few depth samples over a relatively large surface area,meaning the performance of the shape index models is reduced. However, even in these cases there is a substantial improvement with a 20% and 19% reduction in error. For similar reasons the landmarks 1 and 2 are less accurate than the others for both methods. Figure 8 shows a cumulative histogram of the % of landmarks within a specified average error. The average error is calculated by summing the errors for individual landmarks and then dividing by the number of landmarks. It can be seen that the ALF 3D performs significantly better than the LMICP method reducing the mean error by 42%. With the LMICP 90% of points lie within 12 mm of their handmarked position while with ALF 3D this is reduced to only 5 mm. Figure 9 shows similar cumulative histograms but for each landmark in turn. It can be seen that ALF 3D performs better than LMICP. The majority of the cases have 90% of the locations within 5mm whereas LMICP only reaches this distance for between 30% to 40% of the cases, depending on the landmark. Cumulative Histograms for the distances for ICP registration and ALF 3D against the manual landmarks
Conclusions
We have presented a method of automated landmark detection for use on 3D faces. The method combines a ASM with a local shape model to jointly find the locations of a set of facial landmarks. We have successfully combined the local information of 14 points of interest on a face with global information about the relative locations to find them accurately. ALF 3D uses a guided search that guarantees the best location for each individual landmark whereas keeping the whole set of 14 landmarks in a consistency with a global location model. Our results show that our method is very successful and that the improvements with respect to LMICP are so substantial that the accuracy obtained is comparable with the manually labelled landmarks. Therefore we expect that using ALF 3D will produce similar or better results on 3D face registration methods compare to the current standards [12] and consecuently on 3D face recognition systems.
